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Abstract
This project comes forward out of a personal interest in, and the regular 
desire for, escaping the hectic pace of everyday life. A full agenda, a 
full head and the feeling of running after things and always running out 
of time are not only the characteristics of my current situation but the 
characteristics of todays society in general. The desire, or sometimes 
even the necessity, to be able to “get away from it all” appears to play an 
increasingly important role in our contemporary society.

To withdraw ourselves of the hectic pace of everyday life, we tend towards 
a more primitive way of living; We look for a way to reduce the envelopes 
and infrastructures that usually separate us from our environment. This 
“place” is often sought after in nature. 

Camping privileges the qualitative experience of “getting away from it all” 
and often offers a low-threshold and easily sufficient solution to take a 
break in a limited distance of where we live. However, in the Netherlands, 
the modern form of camping does not stimulate the relationship with the 
environment anymore like it used to do. This project is a search for a new 
camping typology which will stimulate the interaction of the visitor with the 
surroundings in order to withdraw a moment from our daily lives. 

SUMMARY

1.1 Chris McCandless - Into the Wild
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About Camp

We camp to escape, to retreat, to ‘find’ ourselves. The camp is a home-
away-from-home where me might rethink a deliberate life. We camp to 
find a new collective space where family and society converge. 

Camping is based on the desire to escape modern life. Already back in 
1869 American author William H. H. Murray described the mental and 
physical benefits of camping. “When we’re stripped of everything except 
the essential conveniences we’re open to the stimuli of nature. This will 
have a positive impact on your wellbeing and can restore any impaired 
health”.  

Architect Charlie Hailey identifies camping as a phased process: “We 
leave home, we arrive at site, we clear an area, we make and then finally 
break camp before departing.” During our stay, the camping experience 
is mostly formulated by the daily activities and the processes of camping 
- clearing the site, erecting the tent, chopping wood, building a fire and 
cooking over the live flame - this all suggests a meaningful connection to 
the landscape.

However, modern campsites embody a peculiar contradiction: They are 
defined and serviced by an increasingly sophisticated range of utilities 
and conveniences such as playgrounds, swimming pools, restaurants 
and supermarkets. The former rituals associated with the romantic ideal 
of camping became replaced by the new rituals of parking the car with 
caravan, unfolding the chairs, buy cold drinks at the camping supermarket 
and have dinner at the camping restaurant. Furthermore, the modern 
campsite became spatially enclosed, which not only protects campers, it 
actually isolates them form nature. Campsites therefore become internally 
orientated; You think you are in nature, but in fact you are distanced from 
it. 

This all results in a campground as a self-sufficient territory independent 
of its natural surroundings. The site is no longer a spatial condition defined 
by unique surroundings, but rather an abstract suburban area or urban 
parcel. The evolution of camping results in a modern and generic campsite 
that is even further displaced from its original intended connection with 
nature; The evolution of camping introduces more and more layers 
between the camper and the surroundings. In combination with all the 
provided facilities the modern campsite is not more than a home away 
from home.

It sounds logical to say let’s take away the layers that separates the 
camper from the surroundings. However, for the average camper, these 
infrastructural components seems to be not obstacles to, but rather a 
necessary condition of the full enjoyment of nature. 

There is a dialect between fixed infrastructure, on the one hand, and the 
personal acts and equipment that must be ported in by the camper, on the 
other. The modern campsite must function as a unfinished site, designed 
to be provisionally completed every time a new visitor checks in. The 
loosely domesticated site thus requires the participation of the visitors. 
This allows us all to enjoy the feeling that we have discovered a site and 
participated in its construction by temporarily staking claim to it. 

Currently, the present infrastructure doesn’t serve the camper’s experience 
in a positive sense, but a form of infrastructure is always needed for the 
average camper to stay in nature. It is therefore not possible to promote 
the experience of nature by removing all layers. It is, however, possible to 
design the infrastructure differently so that the experience of nature can be 
stimulated in a positive way. 
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The project

Position
Until 2016, camping has always been the most popular form of residential 
recreation in the Netherlands. However, from this moment a major shift is 
taking place and the number of sleeping places on campsites is drastically 
declining. It appears that the interest in touristic camping is declining and 
that this trend will continue in the coming years. One of the most important 
reasons for this is that today’s society is increasingly looking for unique 
experiences. The dated campsites with their same offer in combination 
with the often equal stories behind the many campsites no longer fits in. 
This results in a camping market that is under considerable pressure.

In this project the campsite is presented as a fusion with its environment, 
where hard separations are blurred, and the rituals of camping are location 
based re-designed. The campsite becomes part of the surroundings 
instead being isolated from it. This results in a borderless campsite where 
architecture has the possibility to stimulate the relationship between the 
camper and the surroundings. This new campsite typology brings a new 
way of interaction with the environment and thus requires a different 
attitude of the camper.

In short, the project is based on the question: How can we change the 
ceremony of camping in order to take a break from our daily life?

Ambition
The goal of the project is to offer a place to withdraw from society for a 
moment. Camping serves as a framework in which the practice of camping 
is seen as a medium. By reformulating the facilities and activities related to 
staying in nature, people come in contact with the unique characteristics 
of the environment. The new campsite places the visitor in a position 
where he/she must reconsider the daily habits of life that are normally 
taken for granted.

From this a sustainable and open-minded campsite is being developed 
in the Netherlands. With a focus on nature experience, sustainability and 
cultural history, the project is aimed to disconnect the visitor from the 
hectic pace of everyday life. Camping in the Netherlands can be organized 
more sustainably and with more attention for people and the environment 
in order to stimulate a more intimate relationship with the environment.

Target group
The project focuses on the group of people looking for 
a temporary escape in nature; To leave their daily life 
behind by entering into a different relationship with 
their environment. Just like myself, the traveler is not an 
experienced wildlife expert and needs a certain support 
to stay in nature. It’s not a bivouc nor it’s meant for the 
tourist who’s aiming for a relaxed holiday with the family. 

The traveler is likely to be alone on this trip and is seeking 
for a mental and pysical balance during his stay. The 
duration of his stay is not determined but with the intention 
to withdraw a moment it is not aimed to be weeks.

 » 
 » 

 » 

 » 

 » 

Treehouse (15x); a primitive hut not larger than the 
minimum required dimensions to provide shelter for one 
person.

Watercabin (1x); to support any activity that is related on 
the use of water.

Toiletcabin(1x); for all our human necessities

Firehut (1x); a place to prepare food and just as important, 
a place for social gathering 

De kop van Horsterwold; the development of a foodforest 
that connects the forest to the Oostvaardersplassen.

Program
The camper is asked to give up certain facilities of modern 
day life while other facilities are shaped in a more primitive 
and sustainable way. All the basic needed facilities are 
shaped into four campsite structures:
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Location
There isn’t a patch of land in the Netherlands that hasn’t been, one way 
or another, touched, adapted or protected from other environments. 
The “wild”, in the Netherlands, disappeared centuries ago, confining the 
relation between men and animals to the formality of gardens, parks and 
zoos, or the functional landscapes of agriculture. The project is situated in 
the Horsterwold forest area in the southeast of Flevoland. Flevoland is the 
exact representation of this concept of man made nature when the land 
was won from the sea in the sixties. And funny enough, the Horsterwold 
forest is the largest contiguous deciduous forest in western Europe. Despite 
being planted less than 30 years ago, the forest has grown into a mature 
forest with an area of   almost 4100 ha, and offers the ideal environment to 
truly withdraw from society. It offers the possibility to walk long distances 
without ever leaving the forest.

Design Approach
Building in nature asks for a conscious approach from the architect and 
builder.  Therefor, the environmentally sensitive structures are developed 
around carefully chosen criteria based on the context of the Horsterwold 
forest: 

Site conditions
Size, way of constructing, infrastructure, exposure to the sun or rain, the 
condition of the soil and vegetation dictate the boundaries of developing 
the site facilities. 

Materiality and processing
All the material used for the campsite structures are sourced locally. 
Meaning that either the material is coming form locally logged trees or is 
directly coming from the soil. The material is either used raw, or otherwise 
processed in the most basic form possible with no chemical treatment.  
Using resources for their full lifespan is the ethos and a necessary design 
philosophy of the campsite

Application
No glue and no mechanical fasteners are used unless no better option is 
available. This means that detailing is brought to its axact essence, simple, 
pure, and straight forward, avoiding complex joinery on site.

Building process
Although the forest is entered by large machinery every logging season, 
some places are just too hard to reach without leaving damage to the site. 
Each structure therefor is designed to be built by either one person or a 
small team. The tools needed for the job are (battery powered) handtools.  
Construction time.
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RESEARCH
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The beginning of the camping tradition in the Netherlands is marked by the founding of the Dutch Tourist Camping 
Club (NTKC) by Carl Denig in 1912. Because camping equipment was new and sometimes had to be custom 
made, camping was reserved for a very limited group of people. The participants were rich young men just like 
Denig, who could afford to purchase the equipment and of course had spare time which was not yet obvious for 
that time.
The Dutch slowly came into contact with camping when the first official campsite was openend in 1925. Hereby, 
in the course of the 1920s and in the 1930s, camping rises slowly in popularity to about 80.000 participants. To 
keep everything in control a camping card system was introduced in 1936; a mandatory registration for anyone 
who wanted to camp. In 1939, the issuing of camping cards came under the care of the ANWB, which until then 
had hardly bothered with the phenomenon of camping. But that was going to change.

A setback for the camping sport was the second world war. The german invasion of the Netherlands in 1941 
ensured that camping became prohibited. But, immediately after the liberation, the ANWB started to organize 
camping courses to rise the interest in camping. The reconstruction had only just begun, almost everything was 
lacking, but due to the war surplus there were countless cheap army tents available. This gave an enormous 
kickstart to the camping popularity. To direct the tremendous increase in camping participants and to minimize 
nuisance the ANWB introduced its camping passport. You could earn such a passport by camping three weekends 
in a row under the guidance of ANWB mentors, or by successfully completing an ANWB training camp. The goal 
of these courses was to teach people the technical skills of camping and most importantly, to teach people how 
to behave; “the camping etiquette.” 

Camping became extremely popular in the 1950s. Tents became more comfortable and relatively cheaper, 
especially when the large department stores started their own camping department in the early 1960s. From 
this moment on we see many technical advances in camping materials and equipment, from tents and inflatable 
mattresses to portable stoves and lighting devices, all striving towards lighter-weight, enhancing performance, 
ease of use and greater comfort. This concept was brought to another level with the invention of the caravan and 
the RV in the seventies. 
The camping popularity continues to grow and even the financial crisis appeared to have a positive impact on the 
amount of campers. But, starting from 2012 there seems to become an end to the ever increasing popularity of 
camping. A downfall has begun. What is striking is that after the recession every type of touristic accommodation 
grew in amount of visitors and only camping was affected with an enormous downfall. Could this be the end of the 
traditional campsite as we know? The one that is so rooted in the Dutch tradition?

Growth of camping visitors in the Netherlands Supply of sleeping places and accommodations 
according to type, development 2012-2017

RISE AND DOWNFALL IN CAMPING POPULARITY
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Late 19th century - early 20th century
In 1854, the American writer and philosopher Henry David Thoreau wrote his famous book Walden, about his experiment 
to live a simple life in the woods, separated from civilized, busy society. Away from industrialization, away from the city, 
and back to nature. This desire is surprisingly up to date: still, many people go camping to escape modern life and are 
looking for peace in nature.
 
If we look at the campsite of that time, it started off nothing more than an empty space free of trees. The organization of 
a boundless campsite plays an important role in the experience of camping. Just like Thoreau, American writer William 
H. H. Murray described the mental and physical benefits of the primitive camping experience. “When we’re stripped 
of everything except the essential conveniences we’re open to the stimuli of nature. This will have a positive impact on 
your wellbeing and can restore any impaired health.” He describes the experience as a satisfying urge of establishing 
an encampment for the night by clearing the terrain, setting up the tent, scavenging firewood, building a campfire 
and cooking over the live flame. These rituals suggest an essential connection to landscape and place. It indicates an 
escape of the hectic pace of the day: a retreat into the wild, without any trace of society. 

HISTORY OF CAMPINGLorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate 
velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis 
at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent 
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate 
velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis 
at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent 
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate 
velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis 
at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent 
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate 
velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis 
at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent 
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 

1925 - 1960’s
It was for exactly the same reason that camping came up in the late 19th century: people from the city wanted to get 
away from the crowds and explore nature. It seems like a step back in civilization: you live in a solid, stone house. And 
in your spare time, you adopt a primitive form of life by sleeping on the floor under a windy canvas. But that was exactly 
the attraction; for Thoreau and Murray at the time and for the campers at this time. 

Life in the city was already considered to be nervously modern at the time, in texts you read that people talked about 
“tiring means of communication” and “a lot of noise from machines.” Apparently the need at that time was not very 
different from today.

The popularity in camping increased drastically after the second world war when tents became cheaply available, by 
the introduction of holidays, and increased mobility. Especially people that lived in cities felt the urge to experience the 
outdoors. For their holidays they literally packed their bags and drove the car to the nearest green spot the saw. A new 
phenomenon was born: “roadside tourism,” where the campsite could be found anywhere in the open. 
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate 
velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis 
at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent 
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate 
velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis 
at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent 
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate 
velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis 
at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent 
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate 
velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis 
at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent 
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 

1970’s
This new appearance of the campsite brought the necessary negative effects with it. Small vegetation had to suffer 
from the cars that drove over it, fires were made, vandalism occurred, and trash was left behind in the woods. Besides 
that, in some occasions, people got sick or even died when drinking water from streams or lakes. Nature was seen as 
peaceful and non-threatening which sometimes had catastrophic consequences. 

To limit these illegal activities, specific areas were defined to learn the educational labels of camping and take them into 
practice. Camping became an educational, collective and social enterprise. Over time, the dutchman became more 
prosperous and mobile, with the result that camping tents were exchanged for caravans and recreational vehicles.

The current campsite consisted of nothing more than an empty area equipped with a water tap and shower and 
that is surrounded by a fence. The goal of the campsite was to prevent visitors from occupying just any place they 
might otherwise gain acces to and were nothing more than large, dedicated clearings, free of trees, within which to 
concentrate large groups of tourists. The spatial enclosure would become not only a means to confine tourists but also 
to keep undesirables out. Ironically, it not only protects the campers; just as important, it actually isolates them from 
nature. Campsites therefore become internally orientated; You think you are in nature, but in fact you are distanced 
from it.

Nowadays
As a result of implementing basic facilities the campsite in many cases became permanently inhabited by people 
that, for example, became jobless and/or immigrants. There was in fact no control over the duration of stay. From that 
moment on more and more practices, such as time restrictions, pillow counts, admission fees would impose further 
restrictions to the campsite. This subsequently had consequences for the organization and layout of the modern 
campsite. 

The motor vehicle became an integral part of the camping experience and parking the car often represents the first 
act of making camp nowadays. Therefore, within the boundaries of the campsite infrastructural roads determine a 
significant part of the camping scene. Motorized vehicle access dictate spatial arrangements more than the campers 
themselves.

Secondly, the sophisticated forms of control - collect fees, track camping parties and monitor the length of stay - led 
to a grid-like arrangement of plots dictated by a high degree of spatial organization. The campground was no longer 
an amorphous and contingent gathering of vehicles and tents and cables. The demarcation of the campground into 
discrete plots produces a complex geography off individual and shared interets. The plot as we know it today is as 
much about establishing a territory for the camper as the implementation of various infrastructural hookups, as well as 
the progressive segregation of chalets, RV and tent sites. The modern campsite is spatially enclosed and the layout 
of most campsites embrace a suburban plan; A distribution of camping plots that are sheltered by trees but within 
viewing and hearing distance of each other. The individual plots are subsequently marked by small fences or hedges. 
Provisionally showing the boundaries of the space that is temporarily yours.  

Sanitary facilities, camp supermarkets, swimming pools, restaurants, and other facilities that are to be found in campsite 
nowadays are centered in the plan. Making it easily accessible from every camping plot that is surrounding them. The 
daily repetition of chores once associated with survival has now been so fully recast as a series of almost spiritual 
rituals intended to reconnect the camper with what has largely lost; for by now most of the old necessities - hiking to 
and clearing the sire, hunting for game, collecting water and firewood - has given way to such less arduous activities 
as parking the car, pitching cable-free pop tents, buying cold cuts at the campground store, hooking up electrical and 
sewage conduits, setting up patio chairs, etc.

This all results in a remarkable systematization and standardization of the camping culture. The campground becomes 
a self-sufficient territory independent of its natural surroundings. The site is no longer a spatial condition defined by 
unique surroundings, but rather an abstract suburban area or urban parcel. The evolution of camping results in a 
modern and generic campsite that is even further displaced from its original intended connection with nature; The 
evolution of camping introduces more and more layers between the camper and the surroundings. In combination with 
all the provided facilities the modern campsite is not more than a home away from home.
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Something that is well reflected in the declining interest in primitive 
camping is the attitude of our contemporary society towards their image 
of an escapement. Previously, the campsite created the ideal environment 
for a recreational stay in nature but, from the drastic decline in popularity, 
the fact that today’s society is looking for more unique experiences is 
reflected. This is mainly stimulated by the romanticized images that social 
media imposes us with daily. Here, people present the most dramatic 
landscapes and circumstances where they’ve to spend the night. Although, 
it’s often questionable whether they actually have spent the night at this 
location and not just only set up their camp for the inspirational photo. 
This is a criticism of, ironically, the Instagram pages instarepeat and 
youdidn’tsleepthere. Both pages show what the effect of social media is 
on our urge to escape. This stimulates the romantic idea of being away 
from it all is feasible in the places that are shown on the photos. Apart from 
the fact that these landscapes are not present in the Netherlands, you 
need to realize that it is also extremely confrontational to spend the night 
alone in a wilderness reaching the horizon, without any form of human life 
in the far distance. Even trained adventurers would spread fears of death 
to survive in these circumstances. Apparently, with the right filter, it still 
awakens the romantic desires of the viewers to be there instead.

To bring this image to the visitor, and to actually offer them the chance to 
live comfortably in these places appears of the rising trend of cabins “in 
the wild.” These cabins are often extremely sleek designed tiny houses, in 
which the visitor is provided with all the desired conveniences of modern 
life (shower, kitchen, living room and king-size bed). By the application of 
one large window surface, the border between you and nature is minimized. 
“Experiencing” the beauty of nature without sacrificing comfort.

TYPOLOGIES OF CAMPING

1.1 ANWB camping Molenbeek in Zeeland 1.1 Naturecamping De Dasselaar in Flevoland

1.1 Image of Instagrampage   
 Youdidnotsleepthere

1.1 Image of Instagrampage Instarepeat 1.1 Cabin in the wild
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Modern society sees nature as an abstraction and camping stimulates 
this given. But in what way is nature romanticized by current camping 
typologies?

We live by this idea that nature is an Eden to be consumed, but at the same 
time it is also expected to remain comfortable, visually and emotionally 
inspiring and its sensible effects negligible. Modern campground operators 
themselves emphasize this perception, typically closing facilities before 
seasonal temperatures plunge below the freezing point. As a result, most 
campers are so unlikely to ever confront the rigors of weather that a light 
evening frost, some persistent bugs, or a light rain might now count as 
hardships worthy of being recounted around the dinner table for years to 
come.

Furthermore, by the introduction of camping facilities, that marked 
the beginning of the evolution of the campsite, an extra layer between 
the camper and nature was introduced. Features such as campground 
taps, with filtered water, often piped in from distant sources, reinforce 
the characterization of nature as an abstraction. The import of modern 
facilities and infrastructures resulted in step by step abstracting nature 
and its influence on our wellbeing. Altogether, camping eventually leads 
to an important cultural shift, the idealization of nature as peaceful and 
non-threatening.

(DIS)CONNECTING WITH NATURE

1.1 Arkansis floods in the US in 2010. The flood that sweeped through the campsite killed at  
 least 20 people. 
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When we talk about architecture that is related to campsites probably no 
images pop up in your mind. That’s not weird, in fact, it is quite logical. 
Have you ever heard about an architect involved in planning or designing 
campsites? Although the answer is probably no. For the most obvious 
reason, they rarely had. Still, architecture is to be found on every campsite, 
namely in the form of facilities and infrastructures that are most frequently 
overlooked or taken for granted because they are so rooted in the image 
that we have of the campsite. 

Important to be aware of is that these properly rusticated infrastructural 
components are not obstacles to, but rather a necessary condition of, 
the full enjoyment of nature. These components mark a specific potential 
for use: picnic tables for sitting and eating, fire pits which to set up camp 
around, wooden steps for negotiating difficult grades, and the like. Without 
this, the modern-day camper wouldn’t be able to spend the night in nature 
without it becoming an extreme survival. And let’s be honest, we wouldn’t 
be able to survive in bare nature anymore with the limited skillset we have. 

The activity of camping occurs between campsites, within the collapsed 
moments of arrival and departure. Camping activities define how spaces 
of the camp are lived, made, and experienced. Architecture can regulate 
how these activities are performed and where and in what circumstances 
they take place. Without ever being concerned, these infrastructural 
components more or less determine how we experience our stay at the 
campsite. Therefore, the shape and organization are essential for the 
experience of the campsite and offer the possibility to be designed. 

THE ROLE OF ARCHITECTURE IN THE 
CEREMONY OF CAMPING
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Camping practice follows a sequence that is part linear but as a whole 
forms a cyclic construction in which arriving and departing overlap. This is 
a suggestion of continuation, of an unending process that is present in the 
procedure of camping. Camping is thus repetition with difference; and in 
the overall sequence, events can overlap or occur simultaneously. 

Siting
Siting is the process that leads up to the establishment of a site. In many 
cases, siting camp depends on the attributes of ground. In camping, 
qualities of contour, solidity, texture, hardness, and other particularities 
of the ground cannot be leveled, compacted, or otherwise altered as in 
typical building projects and sites. Siting instead negotiates the ground. 

Making 
The constructions of camping are not things made but are things being 
made, or more precisely things becoming. Camps denote conscious, 
place-specific decisions about making architecture issued with a complex 
layer of building an unfinished architecture.

Breaking
Breaking camp returns the camper to pure movement. Tied up in this 
renewed itinerancy of departure is an assumed arrival. Thus, breaking, 
in what might be called its “unsiting,” retains elements of resiting. The 
acknowledgment of breaking is always present in the creation of “camp 
space.”

PROCESS OF CAMPING



There isn’t a patch of land in the Netherlands that 
hasn’t been, one way or another, touched, adapted or 
protected from other environments. The “wild”, in the 
Netherlands, disappeared centuries ago, confining the 
relation between men and animals to the formality of 
gardens, parks and zoos, or the functional landscapes 
of agriculture. The project is situated in the Horsterwold 
forest area in the southeast of Flevoland. Flevoland 
is the exact representation of this concept of man 
made nature when the land was won from the sea in 
the sixties. And funny enough, the Horsterwold forest 
is the largest contiguous deciduous forest in western 
Europe. Despite being planted less than 30 years ago, 
the forest has grown into a mature forest with an area 
of   almost 4000 ha, and offers the ideal environment to 
truly withdraw from society. It offers the possibility to 
walk long distances without ever leaving the forest.

LOCATION



homogeneous
loam soil

homogeneous 
light clay soil

clay soil with
heavy intermediate layer

(eembedding)

-2,0m

clay on
sand

clay on peat
on sand

-2,6m
-3,1m

-3,3m
-3,6m

-4,0m

-4,4m

-4,8m
-5,2m
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HISTORY OF THE SOIL
The current IJsselmeer is only about half 
the size of the original sea. The other part 
of the former Zuiderzee has become land 
due to land reclamation. Three polders 
have been constructed in the eastern and 
southeastern parts. These together form 
the current province of Flevoland. With the 
construction of the Houtribdijk in 1976, 
the IJsselmeer was split into two parts. 
The southern part has since been called 
Markermeer, after the former island of 
Marken which lies here.

In the Subatlanticum, a lake complex 
already existed here and it was called 
Lacus Flevo around the beginning of the 
era by Roman authors. This lake complex 
was still relatively small at the time and 
was connected to the sea by a estuary 
or presumably a narrow sea arm. The 
Marsdiep was then still a river mouth. This 
changed during the early Middle Ages. 
The sea level rose under the influence of 
the warm period of 800-1200. in 838 there 
was a first major flood, according to two 
sources a large number of places were 
destroyed. After that it remained quiet for 
over two centuries.

The final blow came with a series of storms 
in the 12th and 13th centuries, with large 
swaths of peat bogging away. After some 
flooding disasters between 1212 and 
1248, seawater broke into Almere. The 
naturally created barriers were broken. 
An inland sea had arisen from the inland 
lake. After the storm disaster of 1282 and 
the disastrous flood of Saint Lucia in 1287, 
this process was completed and the name 
Zuiderzee came into general use. Over the 
centuries, the original fresh water became 
increasingly salty and the influence of the 
salty sea water became greater than the 
salt water from the rivers.

Height map
Years after the reclamation, the natural height difference in South 
Flevoland is about 2 meters. In the southeast, the highest point is 
-2.6m and the lowest area in the northwest is -5.2m. This means 
that the water can run off under natural decay.

In the polders there is a clear decrease in ground level from the 
“old land” to the center of the former Zuiderzee. The Zuiderzee 
as a whole was more or less a bowl. The ground level in the 
Oostvaarderswold also gradually slopes from south to north.

The average ground level in 2005 was -4.52m and is expected to 
have an average ground level of -4.82m in 2050.

Soil map
The surface of the Flevopolder, like other parts of the Netherlands, 
is very layered. The (deep) subsoil consisting mainly of cover sand 
and is formed in the Weichselien.

From the beginning of the Holocene until now several layers have 
been deposited on this covering sand layer. The sea level and 
groundwater in the cover sand cities and peat was formed. The 
so-called ‘base peat’ now forms a thin, difficult-to-permeable layer 
through settling that can be found in the subsoil of the polders.

Eem Valley
The original bed of the Eem, the Eem Valley plays a special role in 
the construction of the soil of Southern Flevoland. The Eem Valley 
was created during the Eem era, about 150,000 to 100,000 years 
ago. The Eem was created as a meltwater river. In large parts of 
the Eem Valley, sand and clay were deposited at great depth. The 
Eem was a winding stream of water and surrounded by muddy 
areas. Since the origin of the Eem in the Eem period 125,200 - 
107,500 BC. the flow area remained almost the same. After the 
melt water reached the wide estuary of the Eem, it continued 
to flow northwestwards through the area of   the later Flevoland, 
where it drained a river channel in the water bottom.

The relief is clearly visible in the current landscape, which is the 
result of differential settling of the Eem channels. Because the soft 
trench filling settles more than the surrounding bottom, height 
differences have been created at a short distance from each 
other. The channels that were previously cut in the sand were later 
covered with sea clay. Where these were deposited high enough, 
banks were created. Despite the fact that the soil layers formed 
in the Eemian are deep below ground level, they have a major 
influence on the ground level. The oxicidation of the layers of the 
base leg that have deposited along this bed cause strong settling 
locally (peat sounds 60% in, clay 30%).

Impartment
After the polders had dried up, soil subsidence occurred and occurs 
through all kinds of processes. By extracting soil moisture, clay 
comes into contact with oxygen and the maturing process of the 
clay begins. This makes the bottom sound. Due to the differences 
in soil structure and the age of the various polders, there are large 
differences in soil subsidence that has already occurred and is still 
to be expected. The ripening process is expected to be largely 
completed after 2050. The expected decrease is greatest in 
Southern Flevoland: on average 60 cm and locally more than 100 
cm. Other processes, such as oxidation of peat layers in the soil, 
also result in subsidence. This process will continue beyond 2050.

Early Atlanticum (9000 BC)
Flevoland consists of cover sand. 
The Zuiderzee does not yet exist. The 
Eembedding drains water. Creeks 
covered with base peat are created.

Late Atlanticum (5500 BC)
The sea level rises and the sea 
penetrates deeper and reaches the 
edges of the current Flevopolder. Peat 
deposits form on the edges due to 
stagnant water.

Middle Sub-area (3850 BC)
Due to the rising sea level, the water 
penetrated deeper and deeper into the 
IJsselmeer region. Initially, a dynamic 
freshwater tidal system was created 
there.

Early Subatlanticum (1500 BC)
The IJsselmeer region turned into a 
large peat bog with various peat lakes. 
The sea no longer affected the lake 
area.

Early Middle Ages (800 AC)
Part of the peat area was lost. Because 
people started to drain the peat, the 
peat package oxidized and the ground 
level decreased.

Late Middle Ages (1250 AC)
The sea had the opportunity to 
penetrate deeper into the IJsselmeer 
region; The Zuiderzee was born.
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Production forest
The forest is initiated as production forest, which 
means that over time, alternately parts are felled 
down and new trees are planted back. 

Between the 15th of September and the 15th 
of March, large machiney enters the forest to 
fell down the selected parcels. These parcels 
are called “werkblokken” and its structure is 
very dominant in the layout of the forest. Each 
werkblok is seperated by a 10 to 20 meter wide 
clearing allowing sunlight to reach all borders 
and in addition results in the sides closing up in 
vegatation.

The parcels mainly consists of poplar trees. 95 
different types of poplars are to be found here. 
In combination with ash and pine trees they 
contruct the production forest 

Open forest
Water plays a noticeable role in the landscape of 
the forest. Centuries ago a river passed though 
the forest which left his marks in the landscape. 
Currently, parts of alternating pieces of dry and 
wet nature still show the route of the disappeared 
river. In the coming years this river will become 
more and more visible in the landscape and 
create larger parcels of water. 

Directly touching the river is an open landscape 
with low vegatation. Due to the combination 
of compacted soil and groundwater level trees 
are unable to grow here. Slowly and subtle 
emphasizing it’s pre-historic traces.

This type of landscape attracts a high diversity of 
animals and insects. One is very lickely to spot 
the white-tailed eagle and come in contact with 
large grazers.

Wild forest
The core of the forest, with an area of 1.100 
hectares, is called “de stille kern” (the silent 
core). Where it is not aloud to make noice above 
whispering level. This so called wild area of the 
forest remains untouched by staatsbosbeheer. 
Meaning that the ecosystem truly depends 
on nature. An amount of large grazers are 
permanently established here in order to keep 
nature in tact and create an habitat for a more 
diverse biodiversity. With a limited amount of 
paths you are free to wander around the area on 
your own.

A more diverse selection of trees are to be found 
here. From poplars to oak, chestnut and cherry 
trees. If you look closely the previous regid grid 
is still to be found in the layout of some places in 
this wild forest. Due to the unstrained growth it 
can take up significantly longer to pass this area 
of the forest.

Subdivision of forest in parcels with an average size off 1 ha.
In etappes parcels are logged and planted back.

Depening on the type and clone of the tree, 
the’re planted in rigid lines with a mutual 
dinstance ranging from 4,5 to 6,5 meters.

Due to the extremely fertile soil 
compostion the plants grow up 
to 2 times faster than in normal 
circumstances. Meaning in half 
the time span the trees reach the 
desired logging height.

Therefor, the Horsterwold 
is one of the biggest 
supplier of poplar woods 
in the Netherlands, with a 
production of 27.000 m3 per 
year.

Which means that 1/5th of the Dutch poplar production is 
provided by this forest.
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DESIGN
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VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

The forest can be entered from any direction since it’s 
surrounded by roads. Also the type of transportation 
is up to the traveler. They can either come by public 
transport and stop at one of the several bus stops around 
Zeewolde...

Or they come by car. And even then there are many 
parkings to choose from. Zeewolde has a designated 
parking spot for visitors of the forest (marked by the red 
dot on the map).
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VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

In order to limit the visual impact of “way-finding” in the 
forest there is chosen to not implement signs or maps. 
The former river that ran though the forest is a visual 
guideline. From there subtle marks are left behind when 
the traveler needs to change direction.

These hints are given by the implementation of tree 
trunks in the landscape. From here one can enter the 
“werkblokken” of the forest.
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VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

The “werkblokken” are physical worlds in itself. 
Completely surrounded by vegegation one enters a new 
and slightly dark world. But there is a light at the end! 
Every 100 meters a tree is removed, causing a natural 
spotlight in the once so dark environment.
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VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

The watercabin is positioned on the place with a clay and 
loam rich soil. A physical place out of earth is created. A 
scar in the landscape reminds us what the impact on the 
environment is for creating our necessities.

The compost toilet extends over 300 meters in the hearth 
of the forest. Here, all the 4 different soil types in the 
Horsterwold are meeting each other. With their different 
reactions to the oxydation process the lower or rise in 
position. Creating a visual reference of the reactions 
happening below our feet.

The river is essentially a lane through the forest of super 
compacted earth, making it impossible for trees to grow. 
It is a visual interesting mark in the landscape, but above 
of all provides this magic feeling of being in the hearth of 
the forest.
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VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

A visual hints given by the implementation of tree trunks 
in the landscape. Go right and enter the maze of trees.

The fireplace marks up the symbolic centre of the 
campsite. As a lantern in the forest it’s easy to recognize 
the structure from far away. Here people can gather, 
share food and swap stories.
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VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

Truly withdrawn in the forest are the shelters to be found. 
Here someone could really be on its own in the forest and 
just listen and look at the sceneries that play. Without 
ever noticing it, the smallest changes start to appear.
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Raw chestnut tree trunk, length 4000mm. 

Various thicknisses, 4500mm spacing.

Raw chestnut tree trunk, length 4000mm. 

Various thicknisses, randomly ordered.

Solid cheastnut step, 185x300mm in length 900mm. 

Milled in adjoining support poles.

Outer circle, ø 2900mm

Inner circle, ø 1750mm

Chestnut seating, 200x50mm with 8mm spacing, max. 

length 2700mm. Lap jointed to adjoining support poles.

Supported by seating joist, 65x45mm in length 780mm, 

positioned on eather side of toilet transit. Mortise and tenon joint.

Toilet cover, chestnut 32mm, ø450mm.

Material storage cover, chestnut 32mm, ø240mm.

Chestnut decking, 200x50mm with 8mm spacing, max. 

length 2700mm. Lap jointed to adjoining support poles.

TOILET CABIN FLOORPLAN 1:50
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VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

The compost toilet is probably the most pure and simple structure of all the 
campsite architectures.

It’s designed around the simple principle of providing privacy. This is done 
by curving a rectangular plane around the perimeter of two overlapping 
circles. Raw cut tree trunks are positioned next to each other following this 
line, ultimately creating a small private zone in the center of the structure.

The structure can be built by one person. The first step is marking the 2 
overlapping circles, whereafter holes are drilled into the soil. Approximately 
51 chestnut tree trunks of 4 meters will be positioned against each 
other following this line. For this 7 trees will be used. The holes will be 
supplemented with aggregate for water drainage and to prevent rotting at 
grade level. With a self-leveling laser 2 levels are marked on the trunks. One 
for the decking at 740+ and one for the seating at 1140+. With a battery 
powered circular saw, a chisel and mallet, a dado joint will be milled into the 

trunks to assure the connection for the wooden decks.
The compost toilet vault be will placed underneath the lifted decks, with 
an access door made in the tree trunks on the opposite side of the toilet 
seating. For ventilation a vent pipe needs to be milled in one of the trunks. 
This is done by cutting the trunk in half, make a series of cuts with the 
circular saw at various depths and remove the material in a cylindrical 
shape. The vent pipe is placed in this rebate and the half cut trunk is placed 

back as cover. Jointed by some tapered Robinia dowels.
Next to the toilet is a small container for the cover material. The cover 
material originated from the building process and is collected and dried. 

After using the compost toilet, cover material is scattered into the vault.
The toilet cabin is entered by 3 solid wooden steps, whereby marking the 
transition from a public to private space. By raising the ground floor of the 
structure it also gains easy access to the vault of the dry compost toilet. 
Instead of being tucked away under ground level, the vault is now directly 

within reach for the caretaker.
Every 2-4 weeks, depending on the usage, the compost toilet is being 
emptied by the care taker. The compost is collected and stored into 
wooden bins where its stored for 9-12 months before its being distributed 

throughout the forest.
In this scenario the toilet cabin is accompanied by a series of trunks, 
following a 300 meter line towards the river. With a spacing of 4,5 meters 
it represents the planting strategy of the forest. This line crosses all the 4 
different soil types that are to be found in the forest. Due to their composition 
the grade level will slowly sink or rise over time. Creating a visual mark of 

the impartment of its location by the dewatering of Flevoland.

TOILET CABIN
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Raw chestnut tree trunk, length 4000mm. Various thicknisses, 4500mm spacing.

Raised wooden air cap. Cut from same trunk and lifted by Robinia dowels, obliquely applied.

Vent pipe ø 50mm for ventilation water vapor + carbon dioxide, milled in trunk and covered by half sliced 

roundwood. Jointed by tapered Robinia dowels.

Toilet cover, chestnut 32mm.

Seating joist, 65x45mm in length 780mm, positioned on eather side of toilet transit. Mortise and tenon joint.

Urine diversion excess channel.

Air duct.

Solid cheastnut step, 185x300mm in length 900mm. Milled in adjoining support poles.

Composting waste.

Excess liquid drain.

Finished compost.

Raw chestnut tree trunk, length 4000mm. Various thicknisses, randomly ordered.

Robinia dowel, connecting the trunks above vault to adjjoing support poles.

Chestnut decking, 200x50mm with 8mm spacing, max. length 2700mm. Lap jointed to adjoining support poles.

Support joist at location of vault opening, 200x50mm.

Removable vault cover, chestnut.

Baffle.

Stone aggregate surrounding treetrunk at transition ground level for water drainage. 
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TOILET CABIN SECTION 1:50

1.000-

underside pole

0.000
grade level

0.740+

top decking

1.185+

top seating

3.000+

starting height
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The campfire is deeply rooted in the camping tradition. In the context of 
camping its application range from providing light and warmth, serve as a 
beacon, an insect and predator deterrent, drying wet clothing, alleviating 
hypothermia, distress signaling, and it possibly offers the simplest method 
of cooking. But besides these ranges of usages, the most powerful strength 
of the campfire is something fundamentally human: it makes us sit together 

and tell each other stories.
Originally, the fireplace was a centralized feature from which the camping 
practice radiated. As an object, fire forms the central zone of the idealized 
campground. In camping, fire is an object of reverie that makes up the 
“center” of a starlike formation around which associations, memories, and 
fragmented ideas are gathered and assembled. Camping stories extend, 
branch, and loop back with the campfire as the epicenter of reverie. The 
campfire becomes the site of storytelling - a collective of campers and 
their myths. And in a religious setting, fire intensifies the transcendent 
and sublime qualities of the camp. The campfire becomes the focus of 
contemplation and the archetypal fire becomes the object of reverie and 

acts as social center of the camping experience.
Inspired by this phenomenon the fireplace is translated into a campsite-
structure. It forms an interactive and practical shelter that responds to both 
the needs required by the climate and its users. The proposal serves as a 
space for the act of creating fire, by providing material to burn and providing 

a space for that act.

Thepoplartreeistheiconoftheforest.Inlargequantitiesitisloggeddown 
andplantedback.Becauseofthesoftcharacteristicsofthewooditispoorly

resistant to weather influences. In order to make it more durable the wood 
gets thermally modified. Without the addition of chemicals, the wood is 
heated with steam in a low-oxygen room to a certain temperature. This 
gives the wood a longer lifespan, it is more resistant to wood rot and fungi, 
light in weight and very dimensionally stable. Now the wood is ready to be 
used for various purposes, whereby the residual products are often burned 
as biomass. A large part of the design uses this residual product which is 

otherwise thrown away.
Everyyearthefireplaceneedstobere-stockedwithfirewood.Onaveragea 
logged tree provides 2-2,25m3 of firewood. Each triangle of the support 
structure provides 1,26 m3 of storage. One place always needs be open to 
gain acces. In total that means 15 triangles can be stocked with firewood. 

Which is equal to 19m3 of firewood, or 8,5 trees.
Thehut’swallsareconstructedofawoodensupportstructurewhichcontains 
firewood, that can be added and removed from the interior and the exterior. 
In this sense, the spatial qualities change as the season changes. When 
wood is stocked for the coming cold weather and the walls are filled to their 
maximum with firewood, the hut is an enclosed space with the little visibility 
and transparency. The cracks between the firewood, and the smoke that 
rises from the roof, can provide outsiders a peek into the campfire being 
held inside. As warm weather approaches, the stock of wood will diminish 
and gradually reveal the interior spatially to the outside. The supporting 
frame will eventually be a naked construction whose interior spatially will 

extend into the surroundings.

FIREPLACE
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Outside diameter ø7400mm.

Thermally modified Poplar triangular support structure, 

245x100mm in 2500mm length. 

Thermally modified Poplar decking. 25/50x32mm in various 

lengths. Connected by Robinia dowels to support structure. 

Inner diameter ø3000mm.

Thermally modified Poplar decking. 25/50x32mm in various 

lengths. Connected by Robinia dowels to support structure. 

Fireplace

Blue steel fireplace casing ø1100mm, 8mm wall thickness.

FIREPLACE FLOORPLAN 1:50
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Thermally modified Poplar building blocks, 100x150mm,  

in various lengths. Applied at slope for water drainage. 45 

layers in various radiuses with 24 pcs per circle. 

seperated by oak spacers for ventilation. Connected by 

SWR cables and stretched between bottom and top 

wallplate. 

Thermally modified Poplar bottom wallplate, 350x150mm 

with sloped top face. Straight edge on the inside and 

curved on the outerside.

Firewood storage between support structure.

Thermally modified Poplar triangular support structure, 

245x100mm in 2500mm length. 

FIREPLACE SECTION 1:50

06

07

08

Betsy the sheep, important player for biodiversity. 

Ecological automated lawnmower to keep low 

vegetation under control. 

Thermally modified Poplar decking. 25/50x32mm in 

various lengths. Connected by Robinia dowels to 

support structure. 

Support structure for 2-leveled decking. Placed in 

between pillars and fixed by Robinia dowels

Raw Chestnut trunk support pillars. Placed into the 

soil and surrounded by stone aggregate around 

treetrunk at transition ground level for water 

drainage. 

09

10

Blue steel fireplace casing ø1100mm, 8mm wall 

thickness.

Thermally modified Poplar solid top wallplate, 

100x150mm, ø1100mm. Covered by sloped cover.

05

FIREPLACE SECTION 1:50
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Thermally modified Poplar building blocks, 100x150mm,  

in various lengths. Applied at slope for water drainage. 45 

layers in various radiuses with 24 pcs per circle. 

seperated by oak spacers for ventilation. Connected by 

SWR cables and stretched between bottom and top 

wallplate. 

Thermally modified Poplar bottom wallplate, 350x150mm 

with sloped top face. Straight edge on the inside and 

curved on the outerside.

Firewood storage between support structure.

Thermally modified Poplar triangular support structure, 

245x100mm in 2500mm length. 
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06

07

08

Betsy the sheep, important player for biodiversity. 

Ecological automated lawnmower to keep low 

vegetation under control. 

Thermally modified Poplar decking. 25/50x32mm in 

various lengths. Connected by Robinia dowels to 

support structure. 

Support structure for 2-leveled decking. Placed in 

between pillars and fixed by Robinia dowels

Raw Chestnut trunk support pillars. Placed into the 

soil and surrounded by stone aggregate around 

treetrunk at transition ground level for water 

drainage. 

09

10

11

12

Blue steel fireplace casing ø1100mm, 8mm wall 

thickness.

Thermally modified Poplar solid top wallplate, 

100x150mm, ø1100mm. Covered by sloped cover.

Outside diameter ø7400mm.

Inner diameter ø3000mm.

0.350+
top decking

0.000+

grade level

0.700+

top decking

2.750+

underside wall plate

7.500+

top side wall plate
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45 rings, each ring consists
of 24 blocks. Per ring a 
dimension deviation of 10% 
is allowed. 

48 SWR 
cables

5-6 5a

5b

5c

1/6 x 4/6 x 1/6 x

1/3 x 1/3 x 1/3 x

x

COMPONENTS
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Because of the roof stucture is 
tapered, and the blocks decrease 
in length a simple formula is 
composed in order to pre-drill the 

holes at the right position.

With a simple jig and a drill press 
the holes can be drilled at an 40 

degree angle where alternately
the holes are positioned at 1/3 or 

1/6 of the width.

The fireplace consist out of 4 
gridlines that meet in a center, and 
where from 3 circles are positioned. 
This grid makes up 8 identical 

slices of the structure.
On the grid 4 chestnut poles 
are dug into the soil and act as 
support structure. Each of them is 
uniquely cut to match the direction 
of the beams, and then on 2 levels 
planks are applied which act as the 

decking.

The roof support structure consist 
of triangular placed pillars. The 
top side is manufactured from a 
mortise and tenon joint composed 
by 4 components instead of the 
traditional 2. The wall plates are 
interlocking by a bifold dovetail 
joint, the bottom is provide with a 
mortise and the composition of two 
pillars create the tenon. When put 
together they create a rock solid 

structure.
The roof structure is then applied 
by the connection of 6 SWR cables 
on each wall plate. Between the 
cables, the blocks are threaded 
like a chain with oak spacers in 
between. The cables are eventually 
stretched between the bottom and 
top wall plate and a cover for water 

drainage is placed to finish it off.
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Thermally modified Poplar solid top cover, 

200x80mm.

Watercave for water drainage.

Galvanized steel nut with 2 galvanized steel 

washers 3xø50mm.

SWR cable, 5800mm length. 

Thermally modified Poplar solid top 

wallplate, 100x150mm, ø1100mm.

Oak spacers for ventilation.

Thermally modified Poplar building blocks, 

100x150mm,  in various lengths. Applied at 

slope for water drainage. 45 layers in various 

radiuses with 24 pcs per circle.

Thermally modified Poplar bottom wallplate, 

350x150mm with sloped top face. Straight 

edge on the inside and curved on the 

outerside.

Thermally modified Poplar triangular support 

structure, 245x100mm in 2500mm length. 

ROOF STRUCTURE DETAIL 1:10
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3.000-

underside pole

0.270+
underside beam

2.750+

bottom wall plate

7.500+

top wall plate

0.700+

top decking

0.000+

grade level
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Thermally modified Poplar triangular 

support structure, 245x100mm in 

2500mm length. 

Firewood. 

Cross support for decking, 

50x300mm in 1933mm length. 

Thermally modified Poplar decking. 

25/50x32mm in various lengths. 

Connected by Robinia dowels to 

support structure. 

Support structure for 2-leveled 

decking, 50x300 in 1483mm 

length. Placed in between pillars 

and fixed by Robinia dowels.

Robinia dowel ø30mm.

Support structure for 2-leveled 

decking, 50x300 in 1395mm 

length. Placed in between pillars 

and fixed by Robinia dowels.

Raw Chestnut trunk support pillars. 

Aggregate surrounding treetrunk at 

transition ground level for water 

drainage. 

SUPPORT STRUCTURE DETAIL 1:10
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At present, there is a serious disease amongst ash trees called ash branch 
mortality. This disease is only harmful for ash trees, but in essence it means 
that all the ash trees are susceptible and will eventually die. Unfortunately 
the ash tree occupies a significant part of the Horsterwold which means 

that large parts of the forest are characterized by fallen trees.
Currently, over 160.000 trees already have fallen (ca. 67ha). This covers not 
more than 18% of the present ash trees. A lot of open spaces will appear 
in forest which also means that a lot of shelters for animals and insects will 

disappear.
The concept for the treehouse shelter came forward out of the idea of using 

the fallen trees to create a local shelter for both human and animal.
To make timber, eight stems are cut in half and then sliced into lots of 

rectangular profile.
The resulting pieces have a sectional profile with three sawn faces and one 

that retained the projecting branches.
These elements can be arranged into simple compositions where branches 

show a variation in direction.
The structure is a symmetric roof which creates one isolated space; 
a retreat, an intimate space with only a door and not larger than for one 

person to stay.
The retreat is essentially a dark room that evokes the elemental presence of 

the solid timber vernacular. But it is not without a light source...
Small ventilation holes are drilled into the underside of the structure and 
act as a pinhole camera that projects a circular, slightly blurry image of the 

(wild)life (in the nests) below.
In isolation, the interior with minimal openings develop a sensitive 
relationship with the external world. Subtle adjustments in light levels, even 

when clouds are passing, drastically change the interior.
A projected image on the ceiling further enhance this conversation between 

nature, building and man as noises and a gentle breeze also filter inside.
The inward-facing branches and small openings offers a place to nest.

TREEHOUSE
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Structural beam in chestnut 75x200mm, dependent on site conditions. 

Clamped by M16 bolt connection on both sides of trunk. 

Structural beam in chestnut 75x200mm, lenght 600mm. Clamped by 

M16 bolt connection on both sides of trunk.

Exisiting tree trunk present on site.

Raw cut ash beam, approx.150x200mm, in length varying between 

2200-2800mm. 

Retained tree branches left on unsawn face side.

Peak hole, providing visual connection, ventilation and light.

Ash pivot dowel ø30mm, in 750mm length.

Raw cut ash beam, with milled rebate to cover door.

Ash door, triangular in 850x850mm, 50mm thickness.

Revolving door lock, 90x300mm, 28mm thick. Jointed by tapered 

dowel in ø28mm.

Acces recess in roof slope, 600x1000mm.

Raw cut ash beam, approx.150x200mm, in length varying to 9000mm.

Raw milled cut step, providing acces over long sided sloped roof.

TREEHOUSE FLOORPLAN 1:50
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Interlocking raw cut ash beams by dado joint.

Raw cut ash beam, approx.150x200mm, in length 

varying between 2200-2800mm. 

Robinia dowel ø28mm.

Cross laminated timber flooring in ash, 

30x260mm, length 1600 and 3600mm.

Structural beam in chestnut 75x200mm, length 

dependent on site conditions. Clamped by M16 

bolt connection on both sides of trunk. 

Raw cut ash beam, approx.150x200mm, in length 

varying to 9000mm.

Retained tree branches left on unsawn face side.

Raw tree trunk support pillar, length 9300mm.

Exisiting tree trunk present on site.

Structural beam in chestnut 75x200mm, length 

6300mm.

Stone underlay to minimalize water absorption.

TREEHOUSE SECTION 1:50

0.000
grade level

3.080+
top support

6.160+

top floor

7.460+

top coping
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50mm rebate for interlocking dado joint.

Raw cut ash beam, approx.150x200mm, in length varying between 

2200-2800mm.

Brettstapel joint by Robinia dowel ø30mm, length 400mm.

Cross laminated timber flooring in ash, 30x260mm, length 1600 and 

3600mm. Dimensinially stable by Brettstapel joinery. 

Structural beam in chestnut 75x200mm, dependent on site conditions. 

Clamped by M16 bolt connection on both sides of trunk. 

Raw cut ash beam, approx.150x200mm, in length varying to 9000mm.

Retained tree branches left on unsawn face side.

Raw tree trunk support pillar, length 9300mm.

Exisiting tree trunk present on site.

Raw milled cut step, providing acces over long sided sloped roof.

Peak hole, providing visual connection, ventilation and light.

TREEHOUSE AXOMETRIC 1:50
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Features such as campground taps, with filtered water, often piped 
in from distant sources, marked the beginning of the evolution of the 
campsite. Hereby, an extra layer between the camper and nature was 
introduced and started to reinforce the characterization of nature as 

an abstraction.
If we think about the idea of offering a local water supply, then what 
would it look like? The water cabin is designed around the cyclic act 
of handling water; Water is getting pumped up, treated (filtered and/
or heated), used, and eventually given back to the place it came from.
Because a fire source has to be used, it was decided not to built the 

whole structure with wood and make
one single element of rammed earth. The Horsterwold is located on a 
very clay and loam rich soil which is needed as base material. From 
this a place can be created from earth. It is natural and simple with the 
most elementary means and above all, no other material bears such a 

direct relationship to the ground on which we walk and stand.
An earth-based structure is labour intensive. The construction work 
progresses in a series of staggered steps that are individually tailored 
to the job. First the material has to be won from the ground, mixed and 
water needs to be added. Layers of 10 centimeters ad a time will be 
added in a wooden formwork. Pneumatically of manually the layers 
are rammed or so called tampered. Then the next layer can be applied 
and rammed. These variations in horizontal layering characterize the 

wall.
Over the years rain will gradually wear away at the facade. Rammed 
earth will ultimately return without a trace to the soil from were it came. 
Rains softens the surface, as the water washes away the finer clay 
granules. The colour of the wall will also alter with time, as loam is 
rinsed away and the stones begin to emerge. It is the structure - as well 
as the ornamentation- that emerges from the process of production 

and this is the distinguishing feature of an earth wall.
Additives (like cement) can significantly impede the positive natural 
qualities of earth - for example, its ability to be completely recycled. 
This of course, will not be added to the structure as well as any 
concrete covering. Because of this, rain will be eroding fine-grained 
material from the surface, the resulting patine, which gives the material 
its vibrant, tactile structure. Over time, a balance between durability 
and transformation occurs naturally. This will have a distinctly tactile 

quality.
The irregular surface of the structure will not only visually appealing 
but also acts as a sensual stimulus for the touch. The slow decay 
as result of weather influences and traces of use create a sensory 

appearance to the context it’s closely related to.

WATER CABIN
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Copper manual water pump, 30m depth reach.

On situ rammed earth wall, 800x5500mm, top 3000mm above 

ground level. Mixture of gravel (20%), sand (30%), silt (21%) and clay 

loam (14%). 100mm of horizontal layering, manually tampered.

Three-step water filtering basin, max. compacity of 45L.

Copper waterpipe, 25x2,7mm.

Robinia faucet, 75x75mm.

On situ rammed earth washbasin, 600x2750mm, 900mm top height. 

Mixture of gravel (20%), sand (30%), silt (21%) and clay loam (14%). 

300mm total thinkness in 100mm of horizontal. layering, manually 

tampered. With two recesses of 600x1000mm for firewood storage.

Gradually washed away laom showing the natural flow of water and 

its wear of usage.

Recess for water drainage, 150x300mm, 25mm height.

Thermally modified Poplar sleepers, 100x150mm. In various lenghts: 

1350+150mm, 500+150mm, 800+150mm, 950+150mm. 

Thermally modified Poplar bench joist, 65x70mm, 2400mm length.

Robinia dowel hinge, ø28mm, 2100mm length. Centered in box 

jointed overlap.

Recessed door handle, 150x150mm. 60mm depth. 

Revolving door lock, 90x300mm, 28mm thick. Jointed by tapered 

Robinia dowel in ø28mm.

Robinia door lock rest, ø28mm.

Recess for fireplace, 750x400mm, 400mm heigth.

Chimney, 450x200mm.

Recessed mark in landscape were the necessary material was 

extracted. Filled with used water and washed material from the 

structure. 

SHOWERCABIN FLOORPLAN 1:50
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Copper manual water pump, 30m depth reach.

Thee-step water filtration system; Robinia drawers 

100mm heigth, 400mm depth, provided with cotton filter 

cloth bottom:

- 1x removable stackable drawer, length 1300mm: filter  

1mm spacing, gravel content.

1x removable stackable drawer, length 1200mm: filter 

0.5mm spacing, filter sand content.

1x removable stackable drawer, length 1100mm: filter 

0.1mm spacing, active carbon content.

Water basin, drained to center, max. compacity of 45L.

Copper waterpipe, 25x2,7mm.

SHOWER CABIN SECTION A&B 1:33
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Robinia grip, 75x75mm, length 675mm. Provided 

with ø25mm transit and 15x30mm stop ending. 

Underside 25mm center slot milled in 15mm depth.

Robinia faucet, 75x75mm, lenght 675mm. Upside 

25mm center slot milled, sloped towards 

washbasin 30-50mm.

On situ rammed earth washbasin, 600x2750mm, 

900mm top height. Mixture of gravel (20%), sand 

(30%), silt (21%) and clay loam (14%). 300mm total 

thinkness in 100mm of horizontal layering, manually 

tampered.
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Gradually washed away laom showing the natural 

flow of water and its wear of usage.

Recess of 600x1000mm for firewood storage.

Locally sourced firewood

On situ rammed earth flooring, 100mm above 

grade level,

Stabalized footing

Aggregate

Thermally modified Poplar sleepers, 100x150mm. 

In various lenghts: 1350+150mm, 500+150mm, 

800+150mm, 950+150mm. 
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Thermally modified Poplar door, 800x2100mm.

Robinia shower head, 75x75mm, lenght 675mm. 

Upside 25mm center slot milled, sloped towards 

shower cabin, 30-50mm.

Robinia dowel clothing hook, ø12mm.

Recess for water drainage, 150x300mm, 25mm 

height.

Thermally modified Poplar bench joist, 65x70mm, 

2400mm length.

Chimney, 450x200mm.

Copper heating spiral

Recess for fireplace, 750x400mm, 400mm heigth.

1.000+

top washbasin

3.000+

top wall
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SHOWER CABIN SECTION C 1:33
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0.800-

bottom footer

0.000

grade level

0.100+

top flooring

1.000+

top washbasin

3.000+

top wall

Copper manual water pump, 30m depth reach.

On situ rammed earth wall, 800x5500mm, top 3000mm above ground level. Mixture of gravel (20%), sand 

(30%), silt (21%) and clay loam (14%). 100mm of horizontal layering, manually tampered.

Robinia grip, 75x75mm, length 675mm. Provided with ø25mm transit and 15x30mm stop ending. Underside 

25mm center slot milled in 15mm depth.

Robinia faucet, 75x75mm, lenght 675mm. Upside 25mm center slot milled, sloped towards washbasin 

30-50mm.

On situ rammed earth washbasin, 600x2750mm, 900mm top height. Mixture of gravel (20%), sand (30%), silt 

(21%) and clay loam (14%). 300mm total thinkness in 100mm of horizontal layering, manually tampered.

Locally sourced firewood

Recess of 600x1000mm for firewood storage

On situ rammed earth flooring, 100mm above grade level,

Stabalized foundation:

- Footing from aggregate(85%) mixed with loam (15%)

- Mixture slowly reduzing amount of gravel (20%), sand (30%), silt (21%) and clay loam (14%). 100mm of 

horizontal layering, manually tampered.

Thermally modified Poplar sleepers, 100x150mm. In various lenghts: 1350+150mm, 500+150mm, 

800+150mm, 950+150mm. 

Robinia dowel clothing hook, ø12mm.

Thermally modified Poplar bench joist, 65x70mm, 2400mm length.

Robinia shower head, 75x75mm, lenght 675mm. Upside 25mm center slot milled, sloped towards shower 

cabin, 30-50mm.

Gradually washed away laom showing the natural flow of water and its wear of usage.

Recess for water drainage, 150x300mm, 100mm height.

Freek the goat, ecological automated lawnmower to keep low vegetation under control. But most importantly, 

he likes to climb to overview his surroundings and direct his partners to the freshest grass.

Recessed mark in landscape were the necessary material was extracted. Filled with used water and washed 

material from the structure. 
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Removable stackable Robinia drawer, 100x400mm, length 1300mm: filter cloth 1mm spacing, gravel content.

Removable stackable Robinia drawer, 100x400mm, length 1200mm: filter cloth 0.5mm spacing, filter sand content.

Removable stackable Robinia drawer, 100x400mm, length 1100mm: filter cloth 0.1mm spacing, active carbon content.

Locally sources resin, grounded and applied to inside wall of water basin. Heated by an open fire to create a watertight 

finish.

Water basin, drained to center, max. compacity of 45L.

Centerpen of formwork, filled with rammed earth

Copper waterpipe, 25x2,7mm.

Robinia stop in centerpen recess. Removable in order to change Robinia grip or faucet. 

Robinia grip, 75x75mm, length 675mm. Provided with ø25mm transit and 15x30mm stop ending. Underside 25mm 

center slot milled in 15mm depth.

Robinia faucet, 75x75mm, lenght 675mm. Upside 25mm center slot milled, sloped towards washbasin 30-50mm.

WATER PROCESSING DETAIL 1:10
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Brettstapel joint by Robinia dowel, ø30mm

Thermally modified Poplar sleepers, 100x150mm. In various lenghts: 

1350+150mm, 500+150mm, 800+150mm, 950+150mm. 

Thermally modified Poplar bench joist, 65x70mm, 2400mm length.

Wedged tenon joint

Mortise Robinia socket, poured into rammed earth formwork.

Halflap dovetail joint

Recess for door hinge by Robinia dowel, ø28mm, 2100mm length. Centered 

in box jointed overlap.

WOODEN CABIN DETAIL 1:10
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Treehouse shelter

6 Shelters available
   current selection

Water cabin

1500m distance

from selected shelter

Toilet cabin

950m distance

from selected shelter

Fireplace

2800m distance

from selected shelter

Almere

Lelystad

Zeewolde

Rob & Lenni Verduijn

The Caretakers

Role of the caretakers

EHS

Kop van Horsterwold

Owners - Provincie Flevoland - Staatbosbeheer

€ 1.275.000

Sales Agreement

Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error sit voluptatem 

accusantium doloremque laudantium, totam rem aperiam, 

eaque ipsa quae ab illo inventore veritatis et quasi architecto 

beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo. Nemo enim ipsam voluptatem 

quia voluptas sit aspernatur aut odit aut fugit, sed quia 

consequuntur magni dolores eos qui ratione voluptatem sequi 

nesciunt. Neque porro quisquam est, qui dolorem ipsum quia 

dolor sit amet, consectetur, adipisci velit, sed quia non 

numquam eius modi tempora incidunt ut labore et dolore 

magnam aliquam quaerat voluptatem. Ut enim ad minima 

veniam, quis nostrum exercitationem ullam corporis suscipit 

laboriosam, nisi ut aliquid ex ea commodi consequatur? Quis 

autem vel eum iure reprehenderit qui in ea voluptate velit esse 

quam nihil molestiae consequatur, vel illum qui dolorem eum 

fugiat quo voluptas nulla pariatur

OvP

Hors

Maintenance of the Kop van 

Horsterwold food forest

Providing firewood to the

designated structures

Quarterly inspecting the

structures for safety

Bi-annual renew the filter

content of the water cabin

Collect and distribute the

compost of the toilet cabin

Managing the 

bookings

Are owners of the Kop van Horsterwold and 

are willing to sell their land so the EHS can be 

realized. Their wish is to start a local 

recreational business.

The province of Flevoland and Staatsbosbeheer have to deal with the 

growing pressure an natural reserves of the fast expanding cities. They're 

interested in mixing recreational activities with the forest and of course in 

the development of the last missing puzzle piece of the connection 

between the Oostvaardersplassen and the Horterwold forest.

The value of their land is €1.275.00. With a small 

portion of that money Rob and Lenni are able to 

develop the new campsite. 

An other part might get reserved for building a 

more context related caretakers home. 

Becaus of the enourmous span of the forest its 

impossible to have a vast check-in point. Therefor, 

the traveler can manage his booking via an app. 

Showing the available options, their position in the 

forest and paying for their stay. 

Finance

Bookings
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Goof Lukken Wout Akkermans Toon Kleindop Corry Zwienen Hans van Bree

Goof was early in the project involved 

in formulating the opportunities within 

the current camping trend. As 

researcher and lecturer about trend 

tourism Goof provided valuable data 

about target groups, development of 

Dutch leisure activities and the 

development and prognoses of 

campaign in the Netherlands. This 

was very important for defining the 

starting point for the project.

Wout is director and owner of a tree 

nursery. Type of trees, growth and 

logging strategies, diseases, soil 

compositions etc. were all aspects I 

never dealt with before. This was all 

valuable background information in 

order to understand the context of the 

forest as it is intended and mainly 

used as production forest.

Toon Kleindop is an expert and 

researcher in water, soil and nutrition 

compositions mainly in the agricultural 

branche. The information he provided 

had interfaces on all aspects of the 

project. With a lot of knowledge about 

native tree and plant types, their 

material aspects and possibilities for 

usage were valuable for defining the 

appearance of the design. Information 

of the composition of the water 

structure in Flevoland was needed to 

develop the water cabin. Information 

about the soil composition and 

reaction to dewatering and oxidation 

led to design decisions for the toilet 

cabin. Nutrition values for plant growth 

taught me a lot about the intention of 

the forest. Furthermore for explaining 

how food forests are layed-out and 

operate. 

Corry Zwienen is an expert is 

processing roundwood. The practical 

aspect of the project basically defines 

the whole design. Material and 

processing tell the possibilities and 

limitations of the to be designed 

structures. Therefor I needed to 

understand how raw material is 

logged and processed. What can be 

done on site, with for example a 

portable sawmill, and is better to have 

done off site. For example what are 

the maximal accepted dimension for 

milling trunks on site which was 

needed for the treehouse shelter.

Hans is forester of the Horsterwold 

and could explain me the usage of the 

forest. The pressure of recreational 

value on nature reserves in our 

contemporary society versus the 

practical side of wood production. 

How the forest is divided in 

werkblokken en the planting/logging 

strategies. 
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